
1  Introduction

This document provides an overview of the theories in the discipline of enterprise engineering (EE), as it is be-
ing developed and practised by the CIAO! Network (www.ciaonetwork.org). They constitute the roots of the 
CIAO! tree, as exhibited in Figure 1. The trunk of the tree consists of methodologies, whereas the leaves and 
flowers constitute the flourishing enterprises that EE aims to achieve. They can only be brought about by apply-
ing one or more EE methodologies, as the juices that feed the leaves and flowers can only reach them through 
the trunk; the branches of the tree must be considered as extensions of the trunk (which they actually are). The 
EE methodologies are managed by the Enterprise Engineering institute (www.ee-institute.org), which also coor-
dinates education and examination in enterprise engineering.

The trunk is firmly founded on the underground root structure (the EE theories) which produces the juices and 
in doing so causes the tree to grow and blossom. As the tree grows, new flourishing enterprises may be brought 
about, but only by applying EE methodologies, which on their turn must be based on EE theories. This may lead 
to a need of developing new methods, or to graft alien ones on the trunk. The only prerequisite is that these alien 
methods are compliant with the EE theories. In addition, a need may occur to develop new theories, or to add 
alien ones to the existing root structure. They also have to be (made) compliant with the existing EE theories.

Figure 1. The CIAO! tree

2  The EE theories 

Currently, seven EE theories are developed. Because they are strongly interconnected, it is hardly possible to 
understand one of them without also studying the others. Her they are (with their alternative names):

FI theory	
   (φ-theory) 	
 the EE information theory
TAO theory	
   (τ-theory) 	
 the EE function-construction theory	

PSI theory	
   (ψ-theory) 	
 the EE organisation theory
DELTA theory	
  (δ-theory) 	
 the EE system theory
MU theory	
   (μ-theory) 	
 the EE model theory
BETA theory	
   (β-theory) 	
 the EE design theory
SIGMA theory  (σ-theory)	
 the EE governance & management theory

The documents TEE-1 through TEE-7 contain an extended summary of each of the theories. Every summary 
is divided in three parts: foundations, elaborations, and discussions. The foundations part regards the theoretical 
foundations of the theory, its core ideas. In the elaborations part, the link to practice is established (examples, 
methods, techniques and tools, etc.). The discussions part serves a.o., to compare the EE theory with similar 
other approaches.
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The order in which the theories are listed above is related to the classification scheme as presented in [Dietz, 
Hoogervorst et al. 2013], which is an adaption of the one in [Chmielewicz 1994]. Figure 2 exhibits the most re-
cent version. In this scheme, the main influences between the theories are from bottom to top. So, philosophical 
theories are the foundation of all others, and ontological theories are the basis of both technological1 and ideo-
logical theories. We have put the current EE theories in this scheme as shown. Such a classification is always 
disputable, but in the way they are classified, we think we do justice to their main character.

Figure 2. Theory Classification Scheme with the EE theories

The φ-theory and τ-theory are put in the class of philosophical theories for two reasons. One is that they are 
not about the nature of things but truly about conception and perception. The other reason is that the majority of 
papers and books in these fields are published in philosophical journals or book series. The ψ-theory and the δ-
theory are put in the class of ontological theories because they are about the nature of things, in particular the 
nature of systems, although the δ-theory has also a substantial mathematical part. Next, the β-theory is undoubt-
edly a technological theory. The μ-theory (model theory) is also put in this class because its main practical use is 
to bridge ontology to technology. Lastly, the σ-theory is undoubtedly an ideological theory.

2.1  Abstract FI theory

The FI theory (φ-theory) or EE information theory is a philosophical theory (Cf. TEE-0), which means that  it 
is about knowledge in  general. It clarifies the notion of (factual) knowledge and information. FI stands for 
Fact and Information. The foundations part starts with the presentation and discussion of the semiotic trian-
gle as the basis for understanding information, followed by the semiotic ladder, as a more sophisticated 
framework. The semiotic triangle clarifies that information is a dyadic notion: it is the inseparable combina-
tion  of content (the communicated thought) and form (the sign that serves to signify the thought). The main 
contribution of the semiotic ladder is that it distinguishes between the semantics and the pragmatics of 
thoughts, and in doing so clarifies that a (elementary) thought consists of a fact  and an intention. Intentions 
correspond with commitments in the social world. The core of the FI theory is the semitic mill, refined into 
the ontological mill, which is a framework for understanding perception and conception. It explains how 
factual knowledge is created from perceptions of concrete things, directed by (fact) types, which operate as 
conceptual sieves. The first topic in the elaborations part, is the recognition that most of the types people use, 
are functional types. Regarding functional types, the important  outcome is that  they are inherently subjective, 
and therefore hard to define precisely. The second topic is the problem of sameness and change, illustrated 
with  the well-known paradox of Theseus. The third topic regards the composition and decomposition of 
things, based on the part-of relationship between things. The fourth topic is the duality of types, as opposed to 
the synonymy of signs. The fifth topic is the notion of type in  software. Most programming languages offer 
four ‘types’: integer, real, boolean, and string. The first three are true types, the fourth is only a sign ‘type’. 
The discussions part contains various contributions.
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EE Framework of Theories 

Philosophical Theories 
about knowledge in general 
(conception and perception) 

epistemology, mathematics, phenomenology, logic, semiotics 
φ-theory, τ-theory 

Ontological Theories 
about the nature of things 

(explanation and prediction) 
ψ-theory, δ-theory 

Ideological Theories 
about selecting things to make 

(political, ethical, etc.) 
σ-theory 

Technological Theories 
about the making of things 

(analysis and synthesis) 
µ-theory, β-theory 
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EE Framework of Theories 

The new Μ-theory comprises the former δ-theory and π-theory 
 
The new Δ-theory comprises the former δ-theory and π-theory 
 
The new Φ-theory covers the former φ-theory 
 
The new Τ-theory comprises the former τ-theory and β-theory 
 
The new Ψ-theory covers the former ψ-theory 
 
 
Μ Φ Τ Ψ 
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1 For many people, the term “technological” doesn’t have anymore its original meaning of “knowing how to make”; instead it 
is more connoted with technical means. Therefore, it might be advisable in the future to replace “technological” by “poietic” 
(from the Greek verb ποιεω, meaning “building, making, creating”). 



2.2  Abstract TAO theory

The TAO theory (τ-theory) or function-construction theory, is classified as a philosophical  theory, which 
means that  it is about knowledge in general. The TAO theory is about the way subjects (people) perceive the 
things that surround them. TAO stands for Teleology, Affordance, Ontology. The foundations  part starts with 
an excerpt from Gibson’s theory of affordances. Next, a definition of affordance is presented that fits specifi-
cally the needs in EE, and that clarifies the being subjective of affordances. Next, the intended affordances of 
designed things (artefacts) are discussed. They will be called the functions of the artefacts. Lastly, we will 
discuss the construction and function of things (both natural things and artefacts). In addition, the notion of 
experience is discussed. Based on this notion, the notion of value is briefly touched upon. The elaborations 
part is still empty. However, several other EE theories contain  elaborations of the TAO theory. The discus-
sions part is still empty.

2.3  Abstract PSI theory

< to be added >

2.4  Abstract DELTA theory

The DELTA theory (δ-theory) or EE system theory, is a theory about the construction and operation of sys-
tems. DELTA stands for Discrete Event  in Linear Time Agent. The foundations  part starts with the discussion 
of the ontological system notion, based on the systemic system notion from Mario Bunge. The notion of a 
system’s world is introduced, which enables the distinction between the changes of a system (caused by ex-
ternal acts) and the changes of the system’s world (caused by the system). Then the essential model of a sys-
tem is introduced, followed by refining the system notion to discrete event  systems. Next, two specialisations 
of the DELTA theory are presented and discussed. The first one is the SMART theory. This theory is particu-
larly suited for studying technical systems, i.e. systems of which the agents are non-human. The second the-
ory is the CRISP theory. This theory is particularly suited for studying social systems, i.e. systems of which 
the agents are human. The elaborations part  starts with modelling a traffic control system, as an example of 
applying the SMART theory. Next, two examples are presented and discussed  of applying the CRISP theory. 
The first one is a car rental  company, and  the second one is an elevator control system, conceived as a ‘tech-
nical’ implementation of a social system. The discussions part contains a discussion about  considering tech-
nical systems as social systems, only technically implemented.

2.5  Abstract MU theory

The MU theory (μ-theory) or EE model theory, is a theory of models and modelling in general, and of con-
ceptual modelling in particular. MU stands for Model Universe. The foundations part starts with Apostel’s 
definition of model, namely  that  any subject using a system A to obtain knowledge of a system B, is using A 
as a model of B. This formulation conveys clearly the basic understanding of model  that it is a role notion. 
Next, the model triangle is introduced, based on the semiotic triangle from the FI theory. It clarifies how 
complexes (systems and  aggregates) of three major sorts (concrete, conceptual, and  symbolic) can be used as 
models of each other. By adding two levels of abstraction (schema level and meta level), the General Concep-
tual Modelling Framework GCMF) emerges. It clarifies the notions of conceptual complex, conceptual 
schema, and meta schema, for any Universe of Discourse or system’s world. The elaborations part  starts with 
the presentation and discussion of the Generic Ontology Specification Language (GOSL). GOSL is a univer-
sal language for specifying conceptual complexes, conceptual schemas and meta schemas. Next, and corre-
sponding  with the distinction between the construction and the function perspective, two sorts of conceptual 
models (of concrete systems) are distinguished: constructional models and functional models. A construc-
tional or white-box model is a representation of the construction of concrete complexes, e.g. of cars. A func-
tional or black-box model is a representation of a possible function of a concrete complex for someone, e.g. 
the driving function of a car. Subsequently the constructional decomposition and functional  decomposition of 
enterprises is discussed, as well  as a more generic partitioning. The discussions part contains a comparison of 
the GCMF with other frameworks.
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2.6  Abstract BETA theory

The BETA theory (β-theory) or EE design theory, is a technological  theory (Cf. TEE-0), which means that it 
is about the making of artefacts. It is a theory about designing artefacts in  general. BETA stands for Binding 
Essence, Technology and Architecture. The foundations part  starts with the introduction and discussion of the 
Generic System Development  Process (GSDP). It  is a general framework for understanding the activity or 
process of design, where an object system is designed (and further developed) for the benefit of a using sys-
tem. With reference to the TAO theory, a clear and  sharp distinction is made between the function and the 
construction of the object system. In addition, it is made clear that the function of the object system supports 
the construction of the using system. The GSDP is exemplified for the design of an enterprise information 
system (EIS). Next, an effective and appropriate notion of architecture is presented  and discussed, and added 
to  the GSDP. In  addition, the Generic Requirements and Architecture Framework GRAF) is introduced, as a 
framework for understanding architecture and  requirements in an integrated  way, and for making these no-
tions operational. The elaborations part is fully devoted to the design of enterprises. It  starts with applying 
the GRAF for getting  insight in the nature of design principles and requirements, both functional and con-
structional, for the sake of to designing enterprises, which is the ultimate goal of the discipline of EE. It ends 
with  the presentation of a framework for understanding the total collection  of activities regarding the (re)de-
velopment of enterprises in an integrated way. This framework is called BEEM (Basic Enterprise Engineering 
Map). The discussions part is still empty.

2.7  Abstract SIGMA theory

< to be added >

3  The EE methodologies 

Currently, there is only one EE methodology, namely DEMO (Design and Engineering Methodology for Organi-
sations). In Figure 3, DEMO is put in the 5-Ways Framework2. A well-founded methodology must consist of a 
Way of Thinking (WoT), a Way of Modelling (WoM), and a Way of Working (WoW). For DEMO, these compo-
nents comprise the six EE theories mentioned, the four sub models mentioned, and the OER method. In addition, 
a methodology may contain a Way of Controlling (WoC) and a Way of Supporting (WoS). DEMO has no spe-
cific WoC; basically, any project management method can be used. Regarding the WoS, several software tools 
are mentioned in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. DEMO is the 5-Ways Framework
DEMO Bachelor 2015 M1 NL ©2015 12 

adapted from P.S. Seligmann, G.M. Weijers, H.G. Sol: analyzing the structure of IS methodologies – an alternative approach, 1989 
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2 Adapted from P.S. Seligmann, G.M. Weijers, H.G. Sol: analyzing the structure of IS methodologies – an alternative ap-
proach, 1989



The TEE series (Theories in Enterprise Engineering)

TEE-0:	
 Overview

TEE-1:	
 FI theory	
 	
 (φ)	
 EE information theory

TEE-2:	
 TAO theory	
 	
 (τ) 	
 EE function-construction theory

TEE-3:	
 PSI theory	
 	
 (ψ) 	
 EE organisation theory

TEE-4:	
 DELTA theory	
 (δ) 	
 EE system theory

TEE-5:	
 ΜU theory	
 	
 (μ) 	
 EE model theory

TEE-6:	
 BETA theory	
  	
 (β) 	
 EE design theory

TEE-7:	
 SIGMA theory	
 (σ)	
 EE governance & management theory
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